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Truckers, Davos Elites, & Collapsing COVID Lies

AP Images

Ottawa has fallen. Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau is in hiding. As we go to press,
Trudeau is issuing defiant press statements
from an undisclosed location, where he and
his family were taken “for protection.” Was
Canada invaded by the Taliban, ISIS, or
North Korea?  Have Islamic State
mujaheddin turned the Canadian capital into
their new caliphate? Of course not; if any of
those scenarios had occurred, Trudeau, the
pompous, petulant, perpetually preening
prime minister of “diversity and inclusion,”
might have been more welcoming. 

No, Ottawa was “invaded” by tens of thousands of ordinary, patriotic Canadians and a convoy of
thousands of trucks. They had come from across Canada to send an unmistakable message to Trudeau:
They have had enough of his COVID tyranny. 

The proximate cause of the truckers’ grievance is Trudeau’s most recent vaccine mandate for truckers
coming from the United States. Although the unprecedented, massive convoys were all but invisible on
the Canadian state-controlled media (as well as the globalist-controlled commercial media), the word
got out through independent social-media efforts. Millions of Canadians lined the nation’s highways,
freeways, bridges, and overpasses in sub-zero weather to cheer, wave their maple-leaf flags, and voice
their support for the mammoth big-rig parade, which stretched on for more than 50 miles.

Canadians, like freedom-loving people everywhere, are not just suffering from “pandemic fatigue,” they
are fed up with the two-year campaign of fear and the ever-changing “science” lies from the politicians
and medical bureaucrats that are taking them into a COVID gulag. And with their lives dependent on
food, medicine, and other necessities from the United States, Canadians can see that the trucker
vaccine mandate would further disrupt that supply-chain lifeline and could be the final nail in the coffin
for their freedoms — and their lives. 

The convoy “invasion” and thousands of its supporters arrived in Ottawa on January 29. Some have
vowed to stay there until Trudeau backs off his draconian COVID agenda. And what does Supreme
Leader Trudeau say? In a virtual press conference from his hiding place, the pusillanimous PM charged
that the convoy protesters are “a fringe minority” spewing “hateful rhetoric.” He dug into his
threadbare “progressive” tool bag and accused them of employing “Nazi symbolism” and “racist
imagery.” By all reliable news reports the protesters were peaceful, orderly, and respectful of property. 

No one knows what the ultimate impact of the Freedom Convoy will be, but there is no question it is a
very important addition to many recent signs that are causing the nervous Covidian globalists to tap the
brakes on their pandemic express. While Trudeau, Joe Biden, French President Emanuel Macron, and
other politicos have continued or even hardened their COVID controls, massive pushback from outraged
citizens has caused a significant shift in the other direction in the U.K., Denmark, Norway, Germany,
Spain, and elsewhere. On January 19, British Prime Minister Boris Johnson announced that mask
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mandates, vaccine passports, and most other restrictions would end on January 26. Spain’s leftist
President Pedro Sanchez appears to be following suit. 

Huge protests against the COVID lockdowns, vaccine mandates, passports, and fines have rocked
Britain, Australia, France, Germany, Greece, Bulgaria, Romania, Austria, the Netherlands, Italy,
Switzerland, Israel, Denmark, Croatia, Macedonia, Luxembourg, Belgium, Spain, Poland, Slovakia,
Argentina, Ukraine, and Sweden. However, it is not only mass resistance that is throwing a monkey
wrench into the globalists’ push for a Beijing-style medical dictatorship. Over the past year we have
seen a groundswell of genuine experts — physicians, epidemiologists, virologists, immunologists, and
renowned vaccine scientists — speaking out against the mass administration of the COVID jabs, all of
which are still experimental, with known and unknown dangers.

It’s not just “far-right extremists” opposing the jab and the despotic Covidian regime. Liberals, lefties,
moderates, apolitical types, entertainers, athletes, and more, across the spectrum, are refusing to go
along with the Orwellian agenda:  Joe Rogan, Elon Musk, Jordan Peterson, Eric Clapton, Russell Brand,
Naomi Wolf, Aaron Rogers, Dave Chapelle, Bryson DeChambeau, Novak Djokovic, Matthew
McConaughey, Jessica Biel, Bill Maher, Nicki Minaj, Rob Schneider, Kirstie Alley, Kyrie Irving, and
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. (to name a few).

Little Justin Trudeau has thrown in his lot with Bill Gates, Klaus Schwab, George Soros, and their Davos
billionaire cabal at the World Economic Forum, which is the driving force behind the plandemic
tyranny. But the “little people” of the world are refusing to submit to these would-be global tyrants.
Remember: You are not alone, and resistance is not futile!
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